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General pocket index equation

process represent the error rate made in that process and
each process is in relation to each other.

Xyz - a*b

In general, the Project has benefited from PicBasic,
SolidWorks and Altium Designer programs while it is
assembled. Mechanical structure built in SolidWorks,
electronic cards design built in Altium Designer and
electronic embedded software built in PicBasicPro.
PicBasicPro run in the Micro Code Studio program.
Definitions, assignments and all of codes are made in this
program.

(1)

Stepper motors are connected to gear mechanism, and
then plastic-metal curtains are added at same place. Each
step of stepper motor is provided to drive these curtains
forward and backward. The connection of the stepper
motors and wing mechanism is shown below;

Fig. 2. MicroCode Studio Definitions Section

II. METHOD

Fig. 4. The Electronic Drawer Mechanic Structure

The electronic drawer is equipped with 4 stepper motors
to control 4 different mechanisms. In practice, 2 of all can
be mapped by moving on plane X. 2 of the other stepper
motors can be mapped by moving on plane Y. Each one of
four mechanisms is called “Wing Mechanism”.

In the middle of stepper motors, there is a tray where
medicines are kept. This tray is addressed as follows, so that
the address to be opened on the software is physically
known. Tray is divided by separators to form the medication
pockets. Pocket can be created in the desired size. If we keep
size minimum, 168 pockets can be created.
Table. 1. Pocket Structure into Electronic Drawer
1
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A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M
N

Fig. 3. Stepper Motor[3]

In the background, A-N (y axis) between the letters,
between 1-16 with the pocket numbers (x axis) and pocket
address is determined and the pocket size to be opened in
the form of “a * b” is entered.
Size in pocket to open on a=x axis
Size in pocket to open on b=y axis
For example, A03-3 * 2 means that 3 pockets from
point A on the x axis and 2 pockets from the 3rd index on y
axis are to be opened.
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shafts that the motors move. There is a magnet inside the
main shaft for the encoder to work properly. It appears green
colour below;

When changes are made at the equation (1) address
shown, the motors move at the same time and take the
curtains to the address where the new pocket will be opened.
The DRV8821 step motor driver integra of the Texas
Instruments family, which has two step motors driving
capacity, is used to run the step motors in this way. Two
motor drivers are added on the control board and the
necessary components are arranged to work around it. Step
motor can be used in full step-micro step modes as desired.

Fig. 7. Encoder Card Position on the Electronic Drawer

Electronic drawer can do start-up from a fixed point
which is called “starting position” and then can go to pocket
index. Magnet buttons are used for this operation. 4 magnets
are fixed on wings mechanism for reading to stop data.
Motors continuously move on axis until reading to stop
data. After magnet buttons read magnet, electronic drawer
ready to go for pocket index.

Fig. 5. DRV8821 Pin Configuration [4]

If any wing mechanism cannot go starting position,
drawer send data problem about which one wings
mechanism cannot go starting positions.

Fig. 6. Magnetic Encoder [5]

Briefly, the electronic drawer will be divided into the
pockets and medications will placed in the drawer. By
entering the pocket addresses of the medications, only those
pockets of the wing mechanism will be opened and the
necessary take process will be realized. If you want to open
different pockets by manually intervening in the wings, the
encoder system is activated.
And to top it all off, if we wish to access a pocket other
than the pockets opened by the wing mechanism with any
outside interference, we will learn the interference with the
information received from the encoder readers.
Magnetic crystal encoder is used to calculate the
position of the motor according to the value of turns, if the
motors are dragged outside the desired position, the system
can be informed about the event and can be recorded. For
this reason, the encoder cards are connected on the main

Fig. 8. Magnet Reader Cards Position on the Electronic
Drawer
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All of these processes are controlled by a micro
controller on the control board. For many operations and
necessary interrupt operations, Microchip’s pic18f8722
family of pic 18f8527, which has enough I/O ports and is
used as interrupt for all B ports has been selected.

Fig. 10. Baskent University Hospital Case Study

Fig. 9. PIC18F8527 Pin Configuration [6]

INFORMATION

III. CONCLUSION

Thanks to Simeks Tıbbi Sistemler San.Tic.A.Ş. and
Triatech Tıbbi Sistemler San.Tic.A.Ş. for their
contributions to mechanical and software studies.

The electronic drawer application for high-risk drugs in
hospital inventory project was found to be necessary as a
result of investigations and it was found that the results
obtained were successful as calculated. In this way, the
drugs within the hospital were taken under control and
minimized the risk of errors in the drawer application made
to the patients, and the cost caused by the hospital drug
losses direction the profit situation. With the resulting
profitability, the hospital can successfully recycle its
expenses for the system. In this way, the patient's health and
safety increased while the quality factor was completely
achieved.
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